The ability to perform ultrafast flow imaging of a supersonic jet with a convective Mach number of 0.6 is demonstrated. Preliminary results concerning the formation and evolution of large-scale structures are presented.
Introduction
The study of compressible flows has become increasingly important as the number of applications using high-speed flows has increased. These applications range from the few microns size jets used for satellite maneuvering to the high-speed flows found in many of today's aircraft and missiles. The compressible shear layers within these flows are especially important as they have a direct effect on the mixing characteristics of the flow. The mixing of fuel with oxidizing agents in supersonic combustors and the role of mixing in noise production on modern day highspeed aircraft are among the applications that demand further research into this field.
It is very well known that for incompressible to mildly compressible flows large-scale coherent structures dominate the mixing layer (Brown and Roshko, 1974) . At low levels of compressibility these structures are two-dimensional in nature, well organized and have a relatively long coherent life span. As the compressibility of the flow increases, however, these structures begin to lose their coherence and become highly three-dimensional (Elliott et al., 1992 and Clemens and Mungal, 1995) . Associated with this increase in compressibility is a deficiency of data to 1 Graduate Student, AIAA Member 2 Associate Professor, AIAA Associate Fellow 3 Professor and Associate Chair, AIAA Associate Fellow Copyright 2000 by The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, inc. All rights reserved.
fully understand the mixing characteristics of highspeed flows.
Towards the better understanding of compressible mixing layers, Bogdanoff (1983) and Papamoschou and Roshko (1988) used the convective Mach number, defined as the speed of large-scale structures in the flow with respect to either the high or the low speed stream, as a measure of the compressibility within a shear layer. In equation form, the convective Mach numbers are:
where U 1 and U 2 are the high and low speed streams, respectively, U c is the velocity of the large scale structures and a 1 and a 2 is the speed of sound within each stream. In an ideal situation the static pressure of the two free streams would be matched. Taking the structure as a frame of reference moving with U c , there will be a stagnation point where streamlines from the two streams intersect. Assuming that these streamlines have equal stagnation pressures:
This theory seems to be fairly accurate up to convective Mach numbers of approximately 0.5. Above this point, however, numerous investigators have measured convective velocities that follow the "stream selection rule" (Dimotakis, 1991) . Basically this rule states that if one stream is subsonic and the other is supersonic, the velocity of the structures will err from theory with a velocity closer to that of the fast stream. In cases where both streams are supersonic, the convective velocity of the large-scale structure will most closely resemble the slow speed stream. Various investigators including Fourgette et al. (1991) , Bunyajitradulya (1995, 1997) , Poggie and Smits (1996) , Smith and Dutton (1999) and Crawford and Elliott (1999) have confirmed this rule.
Despite these results, some experiments, for example, Ikawa and Kubota (1974) , Seitzman et al. (1994) and Elliott et al. (1995) , indicate that the large scale structures are more likely to follow the local mean velocity within the flow rather than follow the "stream selection rule". Mahadevan et al. (1995) and Papamoschou (1997) point out that these differences could be the result of the experimental techniques employed in determining the convective velocity. The discrepancy is attributed to a bias created as to exactly which structures the velocities are being calculated for.
One concern with these studies is the assumption that a large-scale structure is a coherent mass of fluid. Techniques used to measure the convective velocities of these structures do not account for any velocity variations across the structure, and, therefore, do not consider the structures evolution.
Researchers have had to rely on more qualitative methods to examine these issues.
Planar flow visualization studies have become a popular technique in the last decade towards this purpose. The techniques used include planar laser Mie scattering and planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF). In general, the limiting factor of these techniques is the ability to capture a maximum of two images that are temporally correlated. This presents a difficulty in trying to understand the life cycle of a structure from beginning to end. Any analysis of a structure's evolution must be based on very simplistic deduction. A notable exception to this are the images obtained by Mahadevan et al. (1995) using high-speed cinematography where up to five images over a 20 microsecond span were captured. The drawback to this technique is that the images do not contain the resolution of the other techniques and are blurred.
Planar velocity measurements represent a significant enhancement over qualitative flow visualization.
Currently there are two planar velocimetry techniques that are developing very rapidly into very useful tools and could provide detail and accurate instantaneous velocity information in highspeed flows, if designed and utilized properly. The techniques are planar Doppler velocimetry (PDV) and particle imaging velocimetry (PIV). The details and state-of-the-art of both techniques can be found in Samimy (1998) and Samimy and Wernet (2000) . Even though PDV has been under development for a relatively short period of time, it is becoming a powerful technique more suitable in high-speed flows.
Very recently, the ability to capture up to approximately 30 images, separated in time by order 1 microsecond, has been reported (Wu, et. al., 2000) .
This new approach takes advantage of advanced laser and camera technologies capable of creating, and capturing, a burst of pulses at rates as high as 1 MHz (Lempert et al., 1996 , Kosonocky et al., 1997 , Lempert et al., 1997 . The technique is based on planar Rayleigh/Mie scattering so that when the laser is used in conjunction with a special high-frame rate digital camera, time correlated images can be obtained. At OSU a PDV system based on the MHz laser and camera will be developed and used in the next phase of this program. More details concerning the OSU high speed imaging system will be discussed in the experimental section of this paper.
This paper applies this new technique towards the understanding of supersonic jets. The goal of this paper is two-fold: 1.) To demonstrate how this new MHz imaging system can be applied towards the study of high-speed fluid flows, and 2.) To try to further our understanding of the evolution of large-scale structures within a high-speed axisymmetric jet.
Experimental Set-up

Description of Experiments:
The experiments in this paper employed planar laser Mie scattering as a visualization technique. Acetone particles were used to provide scattering of the light. An Nd:YAG laser was used to form the light sheet and a prototype camera built by Princeton Scientific Instruments on loan from Wright-Patterson Air Force Base was used to capture the images.
The laser sheet was formed in the streamwise direction and centered 3 inches (6.6 cm) downstream of the nozzle exit. This location (6 jet diameters) was chosen as it is known from concurrent experiments (Hileman et al., 2000) that this region is just beyond the end of the potential core where interaction among largescale structures is taking place. The camera was focused to visualize a total of 3 jet diameters. Due to the limitations of the laser power and the available optics, the laser sheet effectively only illuminated 2 jet diameters of the flow.
Approximately 20 sets of images were obtained for each of four pulse separations of 2, 4, 6 and 10 microseconds. Each set contains 32 images; however, for larger pulse separations, only a portion of the laser pulses had enough signal to produce a good quality image. The reasons for this will be further described in the laser section below. Nonetheless, even for 10 microsecond pulse separation, 10 high quality images were obtainable.
A total of 74 sets of images were obtained. A set of 32 background images was also obtained without the jet running. The background images were then subtracted from each image. The main reason for this subtraction was to remove a few vertical lines from the image that are the result of bad pixels on the CCD sensor. The intensity of any pixel locations that read zero due to this subtraction were taken as the average of the immediate surrounding pixels.
Jet Facility:
A new facility was designed and fabricated within the Optical Access Engine Laboratory of The Ohio State University.
Eventually the equipment involved with MHz imaging system will be moved to the Gas Dynamics and Turbulence Laboratory (GDTL) located in the Aeronautical and Astronautical Research Laboratory (AARL) of The Ohio State University. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experiment.
A Mach 1.3 nozzle was designed to provide uniform flow at the nozzle's exit using the method of characteristics. The exit diameter of the nozzle is 0.5 inches (12.7 mm) and the throat is 0.484 inches (12.29 mm). The nozzle size was chosen due to a limited available mass flow rate. Air is supplied to the stagnation chamber using the building's air supply, which can provide constant pressures up to 60 psi (0.41 MPa). Pressure is maintained within 0.5% of desired pressure using a diaphragm pressure regulator.
The airflow from the jet is exhausted into the laboratory's environment. The jet's flow is directed toward a bellmouth that blows air to the outside. Under these conditions, the theoretical convective Mach number and velocity are M c =0.6 and U c =209 m/sec.
Due to the cold dry winter conditions, product formation is not an effective technique in providing particles to the jet. A seeder was fabricated to seed the jet with acetone particles. The seeder is filled with acetone and air pressure supplied through the top of the cylinder by a second pressure regulator. This pressure is maintained at a value nominally higher than the jet's stagnation pressure. The acetone is then forced out of the bottom of the cylinder and injected through an atomizing nozzle in the jet's air supply approximately 20 ft (6.1 m) upstream of the stagnation chamber. The atomizing nozzle has an orifice diameter of 0.02 inches which acts to form a fine mist of acetone particles, which are small enough to completely evaporate before they reach the jet. As the air expands through the nozzle, the acetone condenses providing particles for laser light scattering.
The camera used in these experiments was a prototype ultrahigh frame rate CCD imager on loan from the Air Force Research Laboratories, Wright Patterson site. This camera was manufactured by Princeton Scientific Instruments and can capture up to 32 images separated in time by as little as 1 microsecond. The camera is based around a novel CCD image sensor which incorporates 32 on-chip storage elements for each pixel (Kosonocky et al., 1997) . After capture of all of the individual images, the complete set is downloaded to a PC computer. The camera format is 180 x 90 pixels, but higher resolution devices are anticipated in the near future.
MHz Laser:
The laser system, illustrated in Fig 2 , is similar to that described previously (Lempert, 1996 (Lempert, , 1997 and will, therefore, only be summarized here. A continuous wave (cw) Nd:YAG ring laser serves as the primary oscillator, the output of which is pre-amplified in a double-pass flashlamp-pumped, pulsed, amplifier. The resulting, approximately 200 microsecond duration pulse is formed into a "burst" train using a custom, dual Pockel Cell "slicer", purchased from MEDOX electrooptics. The train can have a variable number of pulses, between 1 and 99, with interpulse spacing varying between 1 and 100 microseconds, and individual pulse durations variable between 5 nsec and 10 microseconds. A typical burst consists of 20-30 pulses, with 10-40 nsecs duration and 1-5 microsecond spacing. The pulse train is further amplified in a pair of additional, doublepass amplification stages, and then converted to the second harmonic wavelength of 0.532 microns ("green") using a 6x6x8 mm KTP crystal. Figure 3 shows a typical burst train, consisting of 32 10 nsec duration pulses, with interpulse spacing of 2 microseconds. The output energy at the second harmonic wavelength ~ 0.5 -1 mJ in each of the individual pulses comprising the burst. The burst is repeatable at 10 Hz, limited by the amplifier chain power supply. Images are captured using a framing CCD camera (Kosonocky, 1997) , manufactured by Princeton Scientific Instruments, Inc. The CCD camera has a 32 image storage buffer built onto the image sensor chip itself, and can frame at rates up to 1 MHz. The pixel format of the current camera is 180 x 90, although higher pixel format devices are anticipated in the near future.
Presently we have a Hamamatsu framing streak camera with the ability to capture 8 images at a 3 MHz rate, but we are in the process of acquiring the next version of the camera used in these experiments.
Results and Discussion
The goal of this study was to develop and use an ultrafast imaging system in order to explore evolution of large-scale structures in supersonic jets. The eventual goal is to develop and use this system for real-time PDV measurements.
The sets of images that resulted from these experiments have shed some light on the development and evolution of structures within a supersonic jet. Due to the large number of images closely related in time, we have the ability to look at a slow motion 'movie' of structures within the flow and to see firsthand the evolution of structures. This is a major step up from previous experiments in which the events that occur had to be deducted from sets of single or double-pulsed images. Figure 4 shows a series of 10 images separated in time by 10 microseconds each advancing from left to right. In these images the flow is from bottom to top and the high intensity part of the image represents the acetone seeded into the high-speed flow of the jet. These images appear to show the 'roll-up' of a BrownRoshko type structure.
These types of structures are usually associated with low compressibility flows and are commonly characterized by their 'core' and 'braid' regions.
A 'braid' region appears to precede the formation of the structure in the figure. With a convective Mach number of 0.6, the flow generally falls into a transition region between a low compression flow with characteristics similar to incompressible flows and high compressible flow in which compressibility dominates and structures become less organized. This figure demonstrates that in a flow of this nature, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities continue to have influence. However, this region is close to the end of the potential core, where one would expect to see interaction among structures, tearing of structures, rather than a roll-up. Unlike images obtained in flows of lower compressibility, the structures appear to be much more turbulent. This is thought to be due to the increasing influence of other instabilities in the flow.
Another mode that is known to exist in axisymmetric jets is the helical mode. In this mode, the entire jet is thought to move in a helical pattern around its centerline. Naturally, this type of mode is more difficult to see in a two-dimensional image as a helical mode would be three-dimensional. Nonetheless, figure  5 shows this mode coming into view. In the figure, 2 microseconds separate two consecutive images and the helical mode is seen to gradually come into the view towards the end of the images. Numerous images display this wavy type of behavior, which is attributed to helical modes.
As mentioned in the introduction, many investigators have measured the convective velocities of structures using double-pulsed images. The methods used, however, relied on the coherence of structures. The coherence of the structures, however, was determined by the ability to recognize the structure from one image to the next. In many investigations, changes in the structure were noticed, but they were usually slight. Figure 6 demonstrates this coherence as a structure is clearly identified for 30 microseconds when it passes out of view of the camera and laser sheet. This amount of time is consistent with other studies on flows with similar convective Mach numbers.
The convective speed of the structure seen in Figure 6 was crudely calculated. The method involved uses a ruler to measure the distance the structure moves between time separated images and compares it with an image taken of a ruler placed at the location of the jet. The convective velocity was calculated to be approximately 340 m/sec, which is above the theoretical convective velocity of 209 m/sec. This value was expected as it follows the 'stream selection' rule. Furthermore, the acetone is expected to be somewhat biased towards the high-speed stream so it is also expected that any structures imaged would be more inclined toward the local velocity.
The break up of structures has not been well understood. From double-pulsed results, investigators have been able to see tearing events in compressible flows, but not been able to say much more. Basically, from one image to the next, researchers may have seen a structure split into two or not be able to recognize it at all. Figures 7-9 are able to shed a little light on how structures behave towards the end of their lifecycle. In all of these sets of images, a structure is clearly identifiable. As time progresses, 'holes' in the structures appear to form and grow, thus breaking apart the structure. This process appears to be gradual and takes in the tens of microseconds to fully develop and break apart the structure. The 'disintegration' processes involved in these figures are seen throughout the various visualizations. 'Disintegration' is believed to be the major method of structure destruction in this flow.
Related to the break up of these structures is the possibility that the structures break up can be correlated with the helical modes also seen in these images. In figures 7-9 a common attribute can be seen with the dissipation of the structures. This attribute is a kink the center stream of the structures. The bright center stream found in most of the images is believed to be the trace of the jet's centerline where acetone concentrations would be highest and thus light intensity would also be highest. It is these streams that form a wavelike pattern that leads us to believe the jet is in a helical mode, and, furthermore, these streams tend to be knotted up in connection with the break up of a largescale structure. At this point, however, not enough images have been analyzed to draw a firm connection between helical modes and the breaking up of large scale structures, however, it is an idea worth pointing out.
Conclusions/Future Work
The data presented in this paper has further demonstrated the utility of 'real time', high speed flow visualization in supersonic flow. Some preliminary ideas and concepts concerning the formation, development, and destruction of large-scale structures within a Mach 1.3 supersonic jet were presented. Structures of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and also helical type were observed. They were also seen to have a high degree of coherence. 'Disintegration' was seen to play a key role in the break up the structures.
While the current visualizations may have shed some light on some of the processes involved with supersonic jets, there is a great deal to be learned. More analysis must be done on the current images to gain a better understanding of exactly what is being seen. The logical next step would be to try to extract some quantitative data from this process. This will involve the acquisition of further images as well as the set-up of a PDV experiment to try to look at the formation and development of structures in relation to the velocity field 
